
Vidyo  Telehealth  
Adoption Survey 2019

Remote Patient Monitoring and 
Telehealth Are Top Priorities; 
Budgets Expected to Grow 



Telehealth is a rapidly growing 
care-delivery method by which 
healthcare providers can engage 
remotely with their patients and 
their peers through the use of 
technology. 

This report’s objectives are to 
understand trends in telehealth 
adoption and offer insights and 
recommendations to providers that 
want to start a new program or 
expand an existing one.  



In September 2018, Vidyo surveyed 
nearly 275 North American healthcare 
professionals who are involved in telehealth 
program design, implementation, and 
decision-making processes. 
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The survey targeted 
clinical practitioners, 
IT and telehealth 
administrators, and 
C-suite executives. 

The survey was managed 
and administered by 
Hanover Research.

Vidyo Telehealth Adoption Survey
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Nearly 275 clinical 
and IT professionals
with decision-making 
authority over 
technology investments 
and practices reveal 
that remote patient 
monitoring and 
telehealth have become 
key to addressing the 
strategic objectives for 
most health systems.
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Telehealth, with a focus on remote patient 
monitoring is the number one IT priority for 
large health systems.

Two-thirds of respondents expect telehealth budgets to grow over the next three years.

Sustained growth in telehealth 
is expected as solutions evolve 
to address legacy adoption 
challenges.

Telehealth #1 IT Priority Key Findings
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Methods of Use

3
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Top Three Use Cases by Method 

Remote Patient Monitoring Live Video Store and Forward

Chronic health 
management 
without peripherals

Virtual visits
Training 
presentations  
or videos

Acute care 
management with or 
without peripherals

Case collaboration
Digital images, 
X-rays, videos,  
or photos

High-risk patient 
management

Training/distance 
learning

Transmission of 
recorded health 
history

Which of the following use cases have you used: remote patient monitoring, live video, or store and forward?

Methods of Use3

64% 58% 54%

53% 58% 54%

50% 51% 50%

FIGURE 1 : TELEHEALTH USE CASES N = 273
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Remote Patient Monitoring and Live Video 

Methods of Use3

Remote patient monitoring and live video are the most-used methods,  
with 41% and 46% of respondents respectively, indicating their use.

FIGURE 2 : TELEHEALTH MODALITIES
Which of the following modalities does your facility use?

N = 273

Remote Patient Monitoring Live Video

41% 46%
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Why are providers adopting remote patient monitoring?

How advantageous do you anticipate remote patient monitoring will be for the following use cases?

Methods of Use3

Preventive care and chronic disease management lead in anticipated value for 
remote patient monitoring.

Preventative care management and 

personal device data collection (n=55)

Not at all advantageous

Slighty advantageous

Moderately advantageous

Very advantageous

Extremely advantageous

Chronic health management with or 

without medical devices (n=68)

High-risk patient management (e.g., fall 

prevention, suicide watch, telemetry) (n=49)

Acute care management with or without 

medical devices (n=47)

56% 16%22%

29%

33%

34% 47%

6% 43% 16%

11%

6% 49% 15%

5%

FIGURE 3 : REMOTE PATIENT MONITORING VALUE
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Store and Forward?

Methods of Use3

While today only 26% of respondents use Store and Forward, 91% of respondents 
intend to adopt this method (more than all others) within the next three years. 

FIGURE 4 : 

Intent to Adopt Store 
and Forward Within 
Three Years (N=86)
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91%

26%

Current usage of Store 
and Forward (n=273)
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Telehealth ROI 
and Budgets

4
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Top ROI Criteria

Telehealth ROI and Budgets4

Outcomes and satisfaction lead. Cost savings lag.

Improved patient outcomes, core measures, 

or other quality/national scoring measures

Increased patient satisfaction

Improved efficiency of timeliness of 

care delivery

Cost savings to the practice /facility

Increased provider satisfaction

Cost savings to the patient

35%

31%

27%

23%

18%

12%

Similar to the results from last year’s 

study, improving outcomes and 

increasing patient satisfaction remain 

top motivators, greatly outpacing 

cost-savings drivers.

N = 273

FIGURE 5 : TELEHEALTH MODALITIES
Please rank the following ROI criteria in order of importance to your organization.
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4 Telehealth ROI and Budgets

IT Priorities

Remote patient monitoring and 
telehealth are strategic imperatives.

Implementing remote patient 
monitoring and/or telehealth

1

Please develop a list of IT priorities and rank telehealth among 
them. Rank them from highest to lowest priority. 

N = 101FIGURE 6 : IT PRIORITIES, RANKED

Enhancing data security 
measures

Implementing EHR and 
patient portals

2

3
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Telehealth Budgets  
Set to Grow

Respondents agree that IT 
executives and other administrators 
are most likely to lobby for 
investments.

Some respondents indicate that 
each clinical department has 
budgetary discretion — something 
to keep in mind if trying to start or 
expand a program.
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4 Telehealth ROI and Budgets

Two-thirds 
of healthcare 
professionals expect 
their telehealth budget 
to grow over the next 
three years.
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Adoption

5
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Intent to Adopt

Adoption5

Plans to adopt live video and remote 
patient monitoring remain strong 

Of those who have not adopted 
remote patient monitoring or 
live video, 85% expect to do so 
within the next three years.

When does your facility plan to adopt live video/remote 
monitoring as a modality?

FIGURE 7 : 

85%
PLAN TO ADOPT

PLAN TO ADOPT LIVE VIDEO
PLAN TO ADOPT REMOTE PATIENT 
MONITORING

N = 91

N = 98
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The good news: 

Keys to Adoption

As part of this survey, we wanted to better 
understand what is required to boost 
adoption. The most common area was 
reimbursement. Even though there is little 
an individual health system can do to effect 
change in this area, health systems can and 
should leverage telehealth solutions to 
greatly reduce costs.

Of the areas that are directly within their control, 
respondents identified the following as key:

5 Adoption

You can address these by aligning program 
goals to organizational priorities and 
selecting the right partners for program 
development and implementation. 

 To learn more, get Making 
Telehealth Work for You: The 
Ultimate Guide, by Vidyo. 

Security and privacy 

Ensuring telehealth solution 
integrates with EHR system

Assessing and addressing 
infrastructure issues
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Security and Privacy

Providers should carefully select the 
appropriate virtual health solution:

• Video-exclusive platforms can be more secure 
since they don’t store patient health information.

• Make sure your partners are transparent about 
their capabilities and standards. 

• Alleviate contractual and regulatory concerns 
with tele-consent forms and business associate 
agreements between vendor and provider.
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5 Adoption

Secure enterprise meeting 
solution for team 
collaboration

Get the VidyoConnect 
security white paper.

https://drive.google.com/file/d/139A_5hgvJRnFbz9bVX81xQ2NOmfaerpb/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/139A_5hgvJRnFbz9bVX81xQ2NOmfaerpb/view
http://
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5 Adoption

Interoperability

Choose your platform wisely:

An open architecture allows you 
flexibility and customization.

Look for existing integrations into your 
EHR and clinical tools.

Select a platform with a large ecosystem 
of certified third-party partners that can 
easily extend capabilities. 

https://www.vidyo.com/company/partners/find-a-partner
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Infrastructure

Adoption5

Plans to adopt live video and remote patient monitoring remain strong 
across all providers

Start small.  
Then expand over time.

Consider a service line or 
use case that aligns with 

your organizational goals. 

Specialty consultations 
and behavioral health are a 

good place to start. 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1SMWy8aPMA324wqZWPlQmchBai_zmUeae/view
https://www.vidyo.com/wp-content/uploads/Data-Sheets/DS-VidyoConnectHealthcareEdition.pdf#new_tab
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Perspectives Matter

Adoption5

Larger facilities are significantly more 
likely than smaller facilities to agree 
that telehealth is HIPAA compliant, 
integrates into EHRs, and is easy to use 
for providers and patients. 

They are over 2.5 times more likely 
to have deployed remote patient 
monitoring or live video than small 
facilities.

Patients typically have smartphone or 
computer access

Patients are typically receptive  
to using telehealth

Telehealth technologies are easy to use 
for nurses and physicians

Telehealth technologies are 
typically HIPAA compliant

Telehealth technologies are 
easy to use for patients

Telehealth technologies  integrate with 
our practice/facility’s EHR system 

Percentage of large facility respondents who somewhat or 
strongly agree with the following statements.

Keys to Adoption May Be 
Easier to Meet Than You Think

FIGURE 8 : LARGE FACILITY STATEMENT AGREEMENT N=101

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80%
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Implementation

How did you develop and implement your telehealth solution(s)?

Adoption5

Providers indicate they are just as likely to build their own 

solution as they are to buy a packaged solution. 

Live Video
Remote Patient  

Monitoring

Telehealth Development Strategies are Split

We expect to see more providers building their own solutions 

internally, or with help from system integrators, as embeddable 

video technology becomes more accessible to developers.

The ABCs of APIs

If you find yourself among the cohort of 

providers who are developing a solution 

internally, consider a communications 

platform-as-a-service (CPaaS) like vidyo.io, 

which enables developers to embed high-

quality, real-time video capabilities without 

having to develop complex codecs.

FIGURE 9: TELEHEALTH SOLUTION DEVELOPMENT

39% 38%42% 37%

purchased a packaged 
solution

built their own

N = 125 N =111

https://vidyo.iot
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What’s Next?
The Future is Now

6
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What’s Next: The Future is Now6

1 2 3

Get Vidyo’s Telehealth 
Success Kit 

A collection of valuable 
content designed to help you 
plan and expand your virtual 

care program.

Take the Vidyo Maturity 
Model Assessment 

Determine how your virtual 
care program stacks up.

Most important of all: 
Get started. 

 Discover what telehealth 
solutions can do to bring 

better patient outcomes and 
optimal ROI for all healthcare 

providers.

http://
http://
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Respondent Profile Sample size: 273

Job Function

63%

18%

19%

Clinical/Practioner

IT/Telehealth Administrator

C-Suite Executive

Health System

Private Practice

Independent Hospital

Other

Setting

38%

37%

16%

9%

Number of Staff Number of Beds

0% 5% 10% 15% 20% 25% 30% 35% 0% 10% 20 0% 40% 50%% 3

1-50

51-100

101-500

501-1000

1001-5000

5000+

0-199

200-499

500+



Follow Vidyo on:

www.vidyo.com

http://twitter.com/vidyo
http://www.facebook.com/vidyoinc?ref=nf
http://www.youtube.com/user/VidyoInc
http://www.linkedin.com/companies/vidyo
https://www.instagram.com/vidyo_inc/
https://www.vidyo.com
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